CADIANT™ Dynamic Lighting Experience
Bring the Outdoors In.

Bring The Outdoors In.
Man has long searched for creative ways to bring natural daylight
indoors – Ancient Rome’s oculus in the Pantheon, for example.
With the advent of artificial light, that search continues.
Ongoing research continues to link the importance of natural light
to human health, mood and productivity.
Yet millions of workers in office, healthcare and educational facilities
spend their days in walled-off interiors starved of natural light.

HOW TO GIVE THESE EMPLOYEES
A SENSE OF CONNECTION TO
THE OUTDOORS?

Only Mother Nature Does It Better Than This.
Enter the Cadiant™ Dynamic Lighting Experience, Cree Lighting’s
revolutionary new daylighting solution that fulfills that ever-growing desire.
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Our dynamic skylight solution realistically recreates the sensory
experience of being under a natural sky.
From dawn to dusk, east to west, the Cadiant™ Dynamic Skylight
mirrors the natural arc of the day as the sun crosses the sky.
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The Cadiant™ Dynamic Skylight

Control The Theater Of The Sun And Sky.
Now you can take lighting design to another dimension with the Cadiant™ Dynamic Lighting Experience.
This innovative design with separate sun and sky panels uses advanced lighting control and
color-changing technology allowing you to create an overall scene that fits the needs of the space.
The top LED panel represents the sky, with variations from the extreme blue of a haze-free day to the
gray-blue of overcast conditions while the inner LED side panels mimic the sun’s daily arc by shifting cool
and warm color temperatures in sync with actual sunlight’s movement from east to west.
The result? A sensory experience with striking visual impact and dramatic scene setting for any project.
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Set The Stage With An Intuitive Touchscreen
An intuitive, wall-mounted touchscreen with a clean graphic interface
gives you fingertip control over multiple Cadiant™ Dynamic Skylights.
◆ Standard presets and programmable profiles allow the designer to create a

daylighting solution that enhances the experience of the people in the space.
◆ Dawn, Morning, Midday, Afternoon, and Evening presets are standard;

end users can easily create and save their own presets with simple
control over the light levels and colors profiles.
◆ Preloaded profiles are included – Hospital, Office, School and Follow-

the-Sun – with the ability to change sky color, CCT and position.
◆ SmartCast® Technology allows nearby fixtures to harmonize

with illumination changes from Cadiant™ luminaires
◆ Stand-alone system eliminates IT hassles and

specification roadblocks
Early Morning
Sun warmer & brighter
on the East panels

Noon
Bright blue sky and cool bright
light with high intensity

The Cadiant™ Dynamic Lighting
Experience offers a virtually limitless
range of scene-setting options tuned
to user preferences, events or tasks.

Late Afternoon
Sun moves towards the West
panels with lower intensity
Sunset
Warmer and brighter on the
West panels with low intensity

Cloudy Day
Sky moves to blue gray and sun
panels move to cool neutral light
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Sun And Sky: Light That Enlivens The Senses
The Cadiant™ Dynamic Lighting Experience can be installed everywhere you’d like the visual impact and
human benefits of a real skylight without the associated high costs or construction limitations..
◆ Follows the arc of the sun like an actual cycle of a day
◆ The deep 5" regress looks like a portal to the sky
◆ Distinct color differentiation offers a vivid sensory experience while maintaining

color consistency throughout the day
The result is nothing less than a remarkably unique lighting
experience that captivates and energizes.
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Is It Daylight? Or A Cadiant™ Dynamic Lighting Experience?
The Cadiant™ Dynamic Skylight is the perfect tool to help you create an interior lighting
experience that is as smart as it is visually stunning.
◆ Delivers natural-looking light and a striking architectural element to interior spaces
◆ Brings a functional aesthetic to any space
◆ Creates a design signature in open offices and tech-savvy environments
◆ Can create a dramatic visual threshold or highlight areas of interest
◆ Delivers up to 3200 lumens of dynamic color illumination through independently

controlled side and sky panels

For Both New Construction And Upgrades –
No Space Is Out Of Reach.
A superior lighting experience that’s easy to specify, install and enjoy. The Cadiant™ Dynamic
Skylight enhances visual acuity and comfort with unmatched vertical and horizontal foot-candles
thanks to its proprietary, deep-recess design of distinctive sun and sky panels.
◆ Can serve as the sole primary light source in individual offices and smaller spaces
◆ Enhanced optical design delivers improved luminous intensity to make the space feel

more open and visually comforting
◆ Integrates perfectly with other SmartCast-enabled luminaires in larger spaces
The Cadiant™ Dynamic Skylight
measures 2’ x 2’ and can be
installed singly, in doubles,
4’ x 4’ quartets, linear rows
or in custom patterns.

◆ Easy to design in with IES files, BIM files and TM-30 data at various preset settings

* When a Harvard advisory firm recently polled 1,614 North American employees, they found that access to natural light and views of the
outdoors are the number one desired attribute of the workplace environment, more valued than cafeterias, fitness centers and on-site
childcare – The Employee Experience by Future Workplace.
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